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Abstract: The newly synthesized metalloporphycenes represent a class of molecules that are structural isomers of metalloporphyrins. 
In particular, the Ni" and Cu" complexes of 2,7,12,17-tetrapropylporphycene (NiPPC and CuPPC) display UV-visible absorption 
and resonance Raman (RR) spectra superficially like those of analogous complexes of octaethylporphyrin (OEP). However, 
close examination of absorption band positions and spectral shifts caused by metal substitution and ring bromination, as well 
as relative oscillator strengths, suggest that, unlike those of metalloporphyrins, the v ->• ir* states of NiPPC and CuPPC are 
adequately defined by one-electron wave functions. Thus, the ir-electron configuration interaction that gives rise to Gouterman's 
Q and B metalloporphyrin excited states is weak in metalloporphycenes. Rather, these novel complexes appear to be a near-perfect 
example of Piatt's "long-field" molecules (Piatt, J. R. J. Chem. Phys. 1950, 18, 1168-1173). Raman spectra in resonance 
with the major absorptions of CuPPC show little evidence of Jahn-Teller or Herzberg-Teller coupling. Thus, the rich vibronic 
coupling present in metalloporphyrins giving rise to the celebrated anomalously polarized scattering (Spiro, T. G; Strekas, 
T. C. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 1972, 69, 2622-2626) most likely does not complicate the spectra of metalloporphycenes. 
Vibrational analyses of RR spectra of specifically deuterated derivatives of NiPPC give some insight into the normal mode 
compositions. Metal substitution reveals structure-sensitive vibrations and suggests that frequency-structure correlations will 
be possible when more X-ray crystal data are available. Similarly to hemes, both UV-visible and RR spectra of FePPC derivatives 
demonstrate sensitivity to iron spin and oxidation state that suggests overlap of the iron dxz and dyz and the porphycene TT orbitals. 
Once properly calibrated by comparison to results from magnetic-based techniques, the RR frequencies of the macrocycle 
will be a reliable probe of the metal electronic state in iron porphycenes. 

Introduction 

Porphycene, a tetrapyrrole macrocycle recently synthesized by 
Vogel et al.,1 is a structural isomer of porphine, the parent com
pound of porphyrins. The limited solubility of porphycene and 
metalloporphycene led Vogel and co-workers2 to develop the 
synthesis of 2,7,12,17-tetrapropylporphycene (PPC). This com
pound is expected to assume in porphycene investigations a role 
similar to that of octaethylporphyrin (OEP) in studies of model 
porphyrin complexes. Porphycenes are likely agents for photo-
dynamic therapy owing to their absorption of wavelengths above 
620 nm and other photophysical properties.3 For this reason the 
electronic properties of these novel macrocycles are of interest. 
Figure 1 compares the structures of CuPPC and CuOEP. 

In order to interpret vibrational spectra of naturally occurring 
pigments (e.g. chlorophyll) possessing tetrapyrrole-derived 
structures of symmetry lower than that of metallooctaethyl-
porphyrin (MOEP), several groups have carried out systematic 
studies of the effects of symmetry lowering on the macrocyclic 
vibrational properties of metallooctaethylchlorins (MOEC)4a_d 

and metallopheophorbides.4e Similarly the spectroscopic prop
erties of metal complexes of bacteriochlorins and bacteriopheo-
phorbides5 should progressively approach those of bacterio-
chlorophyll. In this spirit, metalloporphycene represents an ex
ample of a macrocycle of true Z)2/, symmetry which is approxi
mated by metallobacteriochlorins5b and heme a.6 Furthermore, 
the bipyrrole C3-C3/ bond is a structural feature of the corrin 
macrocycle; thus, cobalt complexes of porphycene derivative may 
model some aspects of vitamin B12. Recently, Renner et al.7 have 
characterized the NiPPC anion radical and compared the redox 
properties of this compound to other nickel porphinoid models 
of coenzyme F430 from methanogenic bacteria. 

Resonance Raman spectroscopy (RR) has been applied ex
tensively to synthetic MOEP,8 MOEC,4 metallobacteriochlorins,5 
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and metallocorphinoids.9 It has been used to study redox-altered 
states of M O E P and M O E C including 7r cation10 and anion11 
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Figure 1. Structures of copper 2,7,12,17-tetrapropylporphycene (CuPPC) 
and copper 1,2,6,7,11,12,16,17-octaethyporphyrin (CuOEP). Symmetry 
axes and the carbon labeling scheme are also shown. 

radicals. These model compound studies have helped interpret 
RR results from a number of important natural systems including 
heme proteins,12 reaction center chlorophyll and bacteriochlor-
phyll,13 coenzyme F430 ,14 and vitamin B,2 .1 5 One of the virtues 
of the RR technique lies in its applicability to all of these systems. 
The technique offers a range of information regarding structure 
and electronic properties and is amenable to the study of dynamic 
processes via time-resolved applications. Interpretation of results 
from complex biological systems and from sophisticated techniques 
requires thorough grounding in basic spectroscopic study. For 
these reasons, we describe here the UV-visible and resonance 
Raman (RR) spectra of metal-substituted and selectively deu-
terated PPC compounds and compare them to the well-known 
spectra of analogous O E P species. 

Materials and Methods 

CuPPC and NiPPC Compounds. The free base 2,7,12,17-tetra-
propylporphycene (H2PPC) was synthesized according to Vogel et al.2a 

The metal complexation procedures for Ni" and Cu" were described 
earlier.7 Selective deuteration at the Ce positions, NiPPC-9,/O,/9,20-</4 

(abbreviated NiPPC-rf4(et)), was achieved by synthesis as described 
earlier.7'16 Deuteration at the Cb, positions, NiPPC-3,6\/i,/(S-rf4 

(NiPPC-rf4(py)), was prepared by refluxing H2PPC in deuterated acetic 
acid (<Zh 99.9%) in the presence of nickel acetate and sodium acetate 
under nitrogen for 8 h. The 1H NMR indicated that the protons on 
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Figure 2. UV-visible absorption spectra of CuPPC and CuOEP (inset) 
in CH2Cl2. Concentrations are approximately 75 MM, the cell path is 
2.0 mm, and the wavelength is measured in nm. 

pyrrole rings were replaced by deuteriums almost quantitatively while 
only 17% replacement occurred at ethylene bridge positions. 

3,6,13,16-Tetrabromo-2,7,12,17-tetrapropylporphycene. Bromination 
at the Cb/ positions (see Figure 1) was accomplished by the following 
procedures. To a magnetically stirred solution of the free base por-
phycene in chloroform was added drop-by-drop a solution of bromine in 
chloroform. The yield of mono-, di-, tri-, and tetrabromoporphycene was 
dependent on the amount of bromine added. The reaction was easily 
monitored by TLC developed with hexane/CH2Cl2 (1:1). At the end of 
reaction the solvent was evaporated and the residue was chromatographed 
on preparative TLC plates (hexane/CH2Cl2). 1H NMR (<Z6-acetone) b 
9.80 (4 H), 3.90 (8 H, t, CZZ2CH2CH3), 2.20 (8 H, m, CH2CZZ2CH3), 
1.78 (12 H, t, CH2CH2CZZ3). UV-vis (CH2Cl2) \max (rel intensity) 381 
(1.00), 389 (sh, 0.98), 592 (0.32), 638 (0.19), 683 nm (0.27). Anal. 
(C32H32Br4N4) C, H, N. The Ni(II) and Cu(II) complexes were pre
pared in the same manner as described above. 

Iron(III) Tetrapropylporphycene Chloride (ClFe111PPC). To a solution 
of the free base porphycene (30 mg) in acetic acid (20 mL) was added 
ferric chloride (30 mg) and sodium acetate (5 mg). After refluxing for 
10 h the solution was cooled and partitioned in methylene chloride (100 
mL) and water (60 mL). The organic layer was separated, washed three 
times with water, and evaporated. The residue was chromatographed on 
a silica gel column and eluted with methylene chloride first to remove 
the unreacted porphycene (13 mg, 44%) and then with MeOH (2%)/ 
CH2Cl2 to collect the dark-green iron(III) complex. The fraction con
taining iron(III) porphycene was washed with hydrochloric acid (2 N), 
brought to dryness, and crystallized from CH2Cl2 and hexane. Yield 18 
mg (54%); UV-vis, Xmax (rel intensity), 364 (1.00), 617 nm (0.52); MS, 
m/z 531 (M+); mp >300 0C. Titration of the ferric chloride complex 
with /V-methylimidazole (Im) resulted in (Im)2Fe111PPCCl. Reduction 
of (Im)2Fe111PPCCl was accomplished chemically by two methods. First, 
a CH2Cl2 solution of (Im)2Fe111PPCCl was made anaerobic by several 
freeze-pump-thaw cycles and titrated with hydrazine hydrate. Second, 
an anaerobic CH2Cl2 solution of (Im)2Fe111PPCCl was reduced by 
shaking with aqueous sodium dithionite. Both preparations resulted in 
ferrous adducts with similar UV-visible spectra. The first preparation 
was used for the RR measurement and the absorption spectrum is inset 
in Figure 8. 

UV-visible absorbance measurements were recorded on a Perkin-El-
mer X-5 spectrophotometer. Resonance Raman spectra were obtained 
from 0.1-0.5 inM samples in CH2Cl2 solution in cylindrical quartz 
spinning cells. The Raman equipment included a Spex 1401 Ramalog 
with PMT detection, a Spex 1877 Triplemate with EG&G Model 1420 
detector and OMA II electronics, and a Spex 1877 B outfitted with a 
EG&G Model 1421 detector and OMA III computer. The laser systems 
included a Spectra Physics Model 164 argon ion and model 375 dye laser 
(to provide wavelengths of 630.0 and 613.0 nm), a Coherent Innova 100 
argon (363.8 nm) and Innova 90 krypton (568.2 and 406.7 nm) ion 
lasers, and a Quanta Ray DCR-2A Nd:YAG and PDL-2 dye laser (390 
and 355 nm). In all cases, the stability of each particular complex to the 
laser irradiation employed was confirmed by identical UV-visible ab-
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Table I. UV-Visible Absorptions (nm) of Metalloporphycenes and 
Metalloporphyrins and Assignment of Electronic Transitions of 
MPPC 

NiPPC0 CuPPC Cu-Br4PPC one-electron \p symmetry 
601.5 
563 (sh) 
388 
369 (sh) 

613 
574 
387.5 
368 (sh) 

631 
586 
388 
369 (sh) 

b,ub2g B311W 
B211OO 
B211(J) 
B3 1 1M 

NiOEP' 1 CuOEP NiDPDMEc Ni-2,4-Br2DPDME 
551 
516 
391 

561 
525 
397 

549.5 
514 
390.5 

553 
518 
395 

"Band positions of CH2Cl2 solutions were determined by inspection 
of expanded spectra, as well as first- and second-derivative spectra. 
*Band positions of CH2Cl2 solutions were determined from multiple 
runs of each absorption spectrum. c Band positions of C H C l 3 solutions 
as reported in ref 23. 

sorption spectra before and after the Raman measurements. 

Results and Discussion 
In order to understand the electronic and vibrational aspects 

of the porphycene macrocycle and to compare them to the por
phyrins, we first focus on the UV-visible absorptions of four-
coordinate divalent transition-metal complexes that exist in a single 
spin state and do not exhibit metal-macrocycle ?r bonding. In 
this way we establish the nature of the 7r -* TT* electronic states 
of the ring. Next, resonance Raman results are used to evaluate 
the vibrational and vibronic properties of this new class of com
plexes, and comparison of the vibrational frequencies to the known 
structural properties is used to identify interpretable trends. 
Finally, this combined analysis is applied to a more difficult case, 
namely iron complexes in various ligation, valence, and spin states. 

UV-Vis ib l e Absorption Spectra. F igu re 2 shows t he U V - v i s i b l e 
absorption spectrum of CuPPC and, for comparison, the spectrum 
of the analogous porphyrin compound, C u O E P (inset). The 
spectrum of the porphycene compound is superficially like that 
of the porphyrin species, but the oscillator strengths of the near-UV 
and visible bands are more nearly equal in the PPC complex. Also, 
the near-UV band of C u P P C is noticeably split into two com
ponents, and compared to that of CuOEP, this band is blue-shifted 
and the visible band is red-shifted in the C u P P C spectrum. 

The UV-visible absorptions of the metalloporphyrins have been 
the subject of extensive study for many years. They arise for the 
most part from in-plane ir -* w* transitions of the macrocycle 
which are described by the four-orbital model of Gouterman. 1 7 

Shelnutt has more recently quantified certain aspects of the 
model.18 Foundation for this work came from earlier at tempts 
to explain the ir-electron spectra of large conjugated ring mole
cules.19-21 The model adequately explains the effects of variation 
of the central metal and peripheral substituents on the electronic 
structure of the macrocyclic complexes. Comparisons of these 
effects in metalloporphyrin spectra to those we observe in me-
talloporphycene spectra reveal fundamental differences. 

Figure 3, parts A and B, shows absorption spectra of N i P P C 
and CuPPC. In order to resolve the key spectral features the first 
derivative of each spectrum is superimposed. Table I collects the 
band positions determined by inspection of expanded spectra, as 
well as first and second derivative spectra of N iPPC and CuPPC. 
Also included are band positions for the C u " complex of 
3,6,13,16-Br4PPC (i.e. Br is substituted for H at the Cv positions, 
Figure 1). These are compared to absorption maxima for the 
porphyrin complexes N iOEP , C u O E P , N i D P D M E , and Ni-2,4-

(17) (a) Gouterman, M. J. Chem. Phys. 1959, 30, 1139-1161. (b) 
Gouterman, M. /. MoI. Spectrosc. 1961, 6, 138-163. 

(18) (a) Shelnutt, J. A. J. Phys. Chem. 1984,88,4988-4992. (b) Shelnutt, 
J. A.; Ortiz, V. J. Phys. Chem. 1985, 89, 4733-4739. 

(19) Simpson, W. T. J. Chem. Phys. 1949, 17, 1218-1221. 
(20) (a) Piatt, J. R. J. Chem. Phys. 1950, 18, 1168-1173. (b) Longuet-

Higgins, H. C ; Rector, C. W.; Piatt, J. R. J. Chem. Phys. 1950, 18, 
1174-1181. 

(21) (a) Pariser, R.; Parr, R. G. J. Chem. Phys. 1953, 21, 767-776. (b) 
Moffitt, W. J. Chem. Phys. 1954, 22, 1820-1829. 
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Figure 3 . UV-visible absorption and first derivative absorption spectra 
of C u P P C and N i P P C in CH 2 Cl 2 . Spectra with the wavelength scale 
expanded X2 as well as first and second derivative spectra similarly 
expanded were used to determine the wavelength of features labeled in 
the figure. 
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Figure 4. Schematic orbital energy level diagrams for CuOEP (Au) and 
CuPPC (D24). 

B r 4 D P D M E ( D P D M E = deuteroporphyrin IX dimethyl ester). 
The table illustrates that a change in the central metal or bro-
mination at the ring periphery significantly shifts both the near-UV 
(Soret) and visible bands of the porphyrin complexes; however, 
these substitutions in the porphycene complexes shift only the 
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visible bands and leave the near-UV band positions virtually 
unchanged. This illustrates a basic difference in the electronic 
properties of metalloporphycenes and metalloporphyrins and is 
discussed below. 

Electronic Properties. The differences in the electronic prop
erties of metalloporphycene from those of metalloporphyrin are 
the consequence of the difference in point group symmetry. Figure 
4 depicts an orbital energy level diagram for both metalloporphyrin 
(DAh) and metalloporphycene (D2*)- F° r metalloporphyrin four 
essentially degenerate one-electron excited-state wave functions 
are heavily mixed by configuration interaction (CI) resulting in 
linear combinations usually referred to as the Q (visible) and B 
(Soret) states.17 These are of Eu(x,y) symmetry. The Q state 
transition is formally forbidden but gains intensity through vibronic 
coupling to the B state, which represents an allowed transition. 
In D4h metalloporphyrins the x and y components of the Q and 
B states are degenerate, and each total wave function involves all 
four one-electron wave functions. The configuration interaction 
comes about primarily because the HOMO energy splitting is 
small compared to the electron interaction energy. The latter can 
be estimated by the observed energy difference between the B and 
Q transition energies and, by the data in Table I, is 7300 cm"1 

for CuOEP. Shelnutt18 estimates the energy difference between 
the a!u and a2u orbitals of CuOEP to be 1700 cm"1. As a con
sequence of the electronic configuration, the spectral effects of 
substitution at the metal center or at the pyrrole ring periphery 
change both the Q and B transition energies. On going from 
NiOEP to CuOEP there is an expansion of the porphyrin core 
that results in an increase in the energy of the a2u orbital relative 
to the alL and LUMO orbitals.18 Thus, a red-shift occurs. 

For metalloporphycene, on the other hand, the degeneracy of 
the LUMOs and the near degeneracy of the HOMOs are lifted. 
For CuPPC we estimate a 1250-cm"1 gap between the b2g and 
b3g orbitals and a 9600-cm"1 splitting between the au and b ]u 

orbitals. This results in four allowed transitions, each essentially 
one-electron exited-state wave functions. Table I assigns these 
transitions to the NiPPC, CuPPC, and Cu-Br4PPC absorption 
spectra. According to this model, the effects of substitution are 
easily understood. Incorporation of Ni" rather than Cu" lowers 
the relative energy of the b l u orbital by 300 cm"1 and causes a 
blue-shift of both the B3u(x) and B2u(y) transitions to the respective 
b lub2g and b,ub3g excited states. On the other hand, tetra-
bromination at the Cv positions raises the b lu energy by 400 cm"1 

relative to that of the am and the LUMOs, accounting for the 
observed red-shifts. Thus, the relative energy level of the b,u orbital 
(which corresponds to the a2L orbital in Z)4̂  symmetry)223 increases 
in the series NiPPC, CuPPC, and Cu-Br4PPC. This trend is most 
likely owing to expansion of the macrocycle. While increased core 
size on going from NiPPC to CuPPC is analogous to the OEP 
complexes, tetrabromination further increases the macrocycle core 
size because the bulky Cb< substituents interact sterically.2e Al
though metal substitution and bromination of the ring may well 
change the absolute energies of all orbitals, neither substitution 
affects the relative energies of the aL or the LUMOs, thus the 
near-UV transition energies do not change.22b Accordingly, in 
the absence of strong configuration interaction, the MO energy 
level diagrams can be estimated directly from the absorption 
spectra. This absence of Cl between the near-UV and visible 
transitions of like symmetry follows from the large splitting (9600 
cm-1) of the HOMO levels. The gap between the LUMOs is 
smaller (1250 cm"1); however, the orthogonality of each of the 
components of the visible and the near-UV manifolds also pre
cludes strong Cl effects. 

(22) (a) Obtained from the correlation tables in: Wilson, E. B.; Decius, 
J. C.; Cross, P. C. In Molecular Vibrations: The Theory of Infrared and 
Raman Vibrational Spectra; Dover Publications, 1955; Appendix X. Note 
that the C2" axes of MOEP are retained in MPPC (see Figure 1). (b) The 
effects of ring bromination and metal substitution on the individual MO 
energies will be more readily understood when calculations yielding orbital 
coefficients become available. 

(23) (a) Caughey, W. S.; Deal, R. M.; Weiss, C; Gouterman, M. J. MoI. 
Spectrosc. 1965, 16, 451-463. (b) Caughey, W. S.; Fujimoto, W. Y.; Johnson, 
B. P. Biochemistry 1966, 5, 3830-3843. 
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Figure 5. Resonance Raman spectra of CuOEP and CuPPC in CH2Cl2 
at concentrations of approximately 0.1 and 0.2 mM, respectively. Laser 
powers at 363.8 nm were 20 and 10 mW, respectively. Solvent vibrations 
in this and Figures 6, 7, and 9 are marked with an asterisk. 

Woodruff et al.6 have suggested similar arguments to interpret 
UV-visible, MCD, and RR spectra of heme a. These authors 
argue that the trans disposition of a formyl and vinyl group in 
this porphyrin lift the x,y degeneracy of the porphyrin resulting 
in effective D2h symmetry for this molecule. Earlier, Piatt20 and 
co-workers pointed out examples termed "long-field" molecules, 
in which configuration interaction was minimized. These include 
pyrene, biphenyl, and tetrahydroporphine. Although Piatt20" 
speculated that there is most likely no pure long-field molecule, 
metalloporphycene may represent the best example of such thus 
far encountered. 

Resonance Raman Spectra. Figure 5 displays Raman spectra 
obtained in resonance at 363.8 nm of CuOEP and CuPPC. Like 
the optical absorption spectra, these are superficially similar and 
both are dominated by intense features in the 1300-1650-cm"1 

region. In the metalloporphyrin complex, CuOEP, these normal 
modes involve C = C and C = N stretching coordinates. Their large 
intensity is attributed to correspondingly large displacements along 
these normal coordinates in the tr —*• IT* excited states of the 
porphyrin macrocycle. The frequencies of these vibrations are 
structure sensitive, i.e. they are dependent on the size and redox 
state of the central metal. The normal coordinate analyses24 of 
NiOEP and CuOEP indicate that the dominant Raman-active 

(24) (a) Abe, M.; Kitagawa, T.; Kyogoku, Y. J. Chem. Phys. 1978, 69, 
4526-4534. (b) Gladkov, L. L.; Solovyov, K. N. Spectrochim. Acta 1986, 
42A, 1-10. (c) Li, X.-Y.; Czernuszewicz, R. S.; Kincaid, J. A.; Stein, P.; 
Spiro, T. G. /. Phys. Chem. 1990, 94, 47-61. (d) Atamian, M.; Donohoe, 
R. J.; Lindsey, J. R.; Bocian, D. F. J. Phys. Chem. 1989, 93, 2236-2243. (e) 
Li, X. Y.; Czernuszewicz, R. S.; Kincaid, J. A.; Su, O. Y.; Spiro, T. G. J. Phys. 
Chem. 1990, 94, 31-47. 
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Table II. Resonance Raman Depolarization Ratios, p 
CuPPC 

IJI1, for 

Raman 
shift 

(cm"') 

1590 
1559 
1506 
1417 
1363 (w) 
1326 
1301 
1240 
1165 
1116 
1060 
996 
936 

406.7 

0.3 
0.4 
0.4 
0.5* 
0.1 
(W) 

0.5 
0.2 
0.6* 
.0.3 
0.5 
0.2 
(W) 

excitation 
568.2 

0.2 
0.5 
0.3 
0.4 
(W) 
(W) 

0.4 
(W) 
(W) 

0.3 
(W) 

0.3 
0.6 

wavelengths, X„ 
613.0 

0.2 
0.5 
0.3 
0.5 
0.4 
0.4 
0.5 
0.2 
(W) 

0.4 
(W) 

0.3 
1.0 (w, ?) 

(nm) 
630.0 

0.3 
0.4 
0.3 
0.5 
(W) 

(W) 
0.4 
0.3 
(W) 

0.4 
(W) 

0.3 
1.0 (w, ?) 

0An asterisk indicates that the p value may be anomalously high due 
to contribution from an underlying depolarized solvent band, w = 
weak intensity making measurement of p unreliable. 

high-frequency normal modes of CuOEP (Figure 2, insert) include 
two primarily vCaCm stretches, C10 (1637 cm"1, b,g) and v} (1503 
cm"1, a!g), and two primary fCbCb stretching motions, v2 (1591 
cm"1, alg) and cn (1568 cm"1, b lg). The v4 (1379 cm-1, alg) mode 
of metalloporphyrins is predominantly a eCaN, 5CaCm "breathing" 
motion of the macrocycle. 

In order to determine the symmetry of the principal vibrations 
of the CuPPC spectrum in Figure 5b we present (below) depo
larization ratios from polarized RR spectra of CuPPC excited at 
406.7, 568.2, 613.0, and 630.0 nm. RR spectra of specifically 
deuterated forms of NiPPC are also shown below and are used 
to suggest tentative vibrational assignments of the normal modes. 
Comparison of the NiPPC to the CuPPC spectra allows us to 
identify structure vibrations. 

Symmetry and the Resonance Raman Depolarization Ratio. T h e 
skeletal structure of the metalloporphycene belongs to the Dlh point 
group (Figure 1). The x and y symmetry axes are oriented through 
the bridging positions, but not through the pyrrole groups, as in 
the metalloporphyrin (Dih). For the 37-member structure in which 
all substituents are considered point masses, 51 Raman-active and 
45 IR-active fundamental vibrations should occur. In the reso
nance Raman spectrum we expect to observe only in-plane vi
brations, as these will be strongly enhanced by the in-plane ir — 
w* electronic transitions of the macrocycle. There should be 35 
in-plane Raman-active fundamentals: 18 ag and 17 b lg. These 
can be readily distinguished by measurement of the Raman de
polarization ratio, p. For totally symmetric ag vibrations, 0 < p 
< 3 /4 and the value should approach ' / 3

 o n resonance. For b l g 

modes, p > 3/4; that is, the latter modes can assume anomalous 
polarization if the scattering tensor is a mixture of symmetric and 
antisymmetric contributions.25 Figure 6 shows polarized RR 
scattering from CuPPC obtained by using laser excitation at 406.7 
and 613.0 nm. Similar spectra (not shown) were measured with 
Xex = 568.2 and 630.0 nm, and depolarization ratios for the most 
intense bands are collected in Table II. The table shows that, 
although some differences in the relative intensities occur, all of 
the major RR bands observed are present at each employed Xex 

and display p in the 0.2-0.5 range. Further, within the error limits 
of our measurements (±0.1), the p values for the individual vi
brations do not in general display appreciable dispersion. Thus, 
for the metalloporphycene we observe only polarized modes and 
we do not observe the distinctive inverse or anomalous polarization 
phenomenon present in the RR scattering of the metallo
porphyrin.26 By their depolarization ratios, we assign all of these 
vibrations to the totally symmetric representation, ag. 

Vibronic Coupling. Although the one-electron ir -» ir* states 
of the metalloporphycene do not show strong electronic coupling, 

(25) (a) Clark, R. J. H.; Stewart, B. Struct. Bonding 1979, 36, 1-80. (b) 
Bernstein, H. J. Phil. Trans. R. Soc. London A 1979, 293, 287-302. 

(26) Spiro, T. G.; Strekas, T. C. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 1972, 69, 
2622-2626. 
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Figure 6. Polarized resonance Raman spectra of CuPPC in CH2Cl2 at 
406.7 and 613.0 nm. Concentrations were approximately 0.5 and 0.3 
mM and laser powers 40 and 100 mW, respectively. In each spectrum, 
the top trace represents /| and the bottom trace represents I1. 

i.e., weak Cl, vibronic coupling is still conceivable. Under Dlh 

symmetry B2u x B3u = b lg. Thus the big modes can couple these 
electronic transitions via a Herzberg-Teller (HT) mechanism. 
Electronic transitions of like symmetry can couple via ag modes; 
thus, it is possible for totally symmetric modes to exhibit HT 
activity. Indeed, vibronic activity of alg modes has been reported 
for metalloporphyrins.27 The relative oscillator strengths of the 
visible and near-UV bands apparent from the absorption spectrum 
in Figure 2, however, imply an absence of HT coupling in MPPC 
compounds. That is, in metalloporphyrins, HT coupling of a 
formally forbidden transition (the Q band) to an allowed one (the 
Soret band) results in a smaller ratio of visible to near-UV os
cillator strengths.17 At any rate, because we do not observe any 
anomalously polarized modes in the RR spectra we find no con
clusive evidence of HT coupling and we speculate that the 
scattering derives primarily from an Albrecht /J-term (Franck-
Condon) mechanism. Since no degenerate representations are 
contained in the Dlh point group, Jahn-Teller (JT) coupling is 
not expected. In view of the above we assign all of the 18 vi
brations listed for CuPPC in Table III to the totally symmetric 
representation, ag. Owing to the apparent sparseness of vibronic 
coupling, the spectra of NiPPC and CuPPC are remarkably 
simple. This is in contrast to the case for metalloporphyrins, where 

(27) (a) Shelnutt, J. A.; O'Shea, D. C; Yu, N.-T.; Cheung, L. D.; Felton, 
R. H. J. Chem. Phys. 1976, 64, 1156-1165. (b) Shelnutt, J. A.; Cheung, L. 
D.; Chang, R. C. C; Yu, N.-T.; Felton, R. H. J. Chem. Phys. 1977, 66, 
3387-3398. (c) Nishimura, Y.; Hirakawa, A. Y.; Tsuboi, M. /. MoI. Spec-
trosc. 1977, 68, 335-358. (d) Shelnutt, J. A. J. Chem. Phys. 1981, 74, 
6644-6657. 
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Table III. Raman Vibrational Frequencies (cm-1) of M11PPC Complexes 

CuPPC 

1590 
1559 
1506 
1417 
1363 
1326 
1301 

1240 
1165 
1116 
1065 (w) 

996 
936 
848 
607 
528 
494 (w) 
227 

CoPPC" 

1612 
1571 
1515 
1407 
1368 

1299 

1164 

995 
944 

607 

NiPPC 

1625 
1579 
1520 
1410 
1368 
1327 
1305 

1231 
1167 
1120 
1064 (w) 

996 
944 
846 
608 

NiPPC-
rf4-(py) 
1620 
1574 
1509 
1403 
1368 (w) 
1327 
1302 
1270* 
1227 
925 
1122 

1085* 
1016* 

~850 (w) 
602 

NiPPC-
d4-(et) 

1625 
1565 
1518 
1357 
1368 (w) 
1327 
1305 

1187 
1167 
1118 

996 
931 
813 (w) 
606 

assignment 

<-CC(py) 
*CC(et,py) 
xCC(py) 
>CeCe, «CeH 
"C8N 
*CaN 
»C„.N 

SCeH (small %) 
bCvH (large %) 

<5C0-propyl 

"The CoPPC spectra (not shown) indicated some residual free base 
present in the sample. These contributions may skew the frequencies pres
ented here despite efforts to subtract them from the data. 'These frequen
cies most likely represent normal modes of significantly different character 
than those of the natural abundance sample. 

the CI-induced excited states are extensively affected by both JT 
and HT couplings resulting in RR spectra that are exceedingly 
rich in vibronic information.25"27 

Effects of Selective Deuteration and Metal Substitution on 
Raman Frequencies. Figure 7 shows the RR spectra of NiPPC, 
NiPPC-rf4(py), and NiPPC-rf4(et). The latter two complexes have 
deuterium substituted for hydrogen at the Cv pyrrole positions 
and at the C6 ethylene positions, respectively. The frequencies 
of the Raman bands are collected in Table III along with those 
measured for CuPPC (Figures 5b and 6) and CoPPC (data not 
shown). Tentative partial assignments based on the isotope shifts 
are included. In general, more complete vibrational analysis will 
require additional isotopic substitutions accompanied by a normal 
coordinate calculation, and the data presented here will be useful 
in such an endeavor. 

In the region above 1400 cm"1 the intense RR bands are clearly 
isotope sensitive and easily correlated. The 5-11-cm"1 shifts upon 
rf4(py) but not d4(et) substitution clearly indicate that the 1625-
and 1520-crrf' vibrations of NiPPC involve the Cb< atom and not 
the ethylene bridge carbons (C6). Thus, they are most likely 
localized on the pyrrole rings and/or across the Ca<Ca- bond. On 
the other hand, the features at 1579 and 1410 cm-1 shift in both 
isotopically substituted species, suggesting delocalized motions 
involving both pyrrole and ethylene bridge carbons. The mode 
at 1410 cm"1 shifts more dramatically upon rf4(et) substitution 
and is hence assigned a large percentage of cCeCe and possibly 
some <5CeH character. The bands in the 1300-1400-crrf' region 
shift little upon deuteration at the outer ring carbons and are 
assigned to C = N stretches. 

Below 1300 cm"1 the Raman features are less intense and the 
normal modes likely undergo changes in composition upon deu
teration. Thus, it is difficult to correlate features and ascertain 
the internal coordinates involved based purely on isotopic shifts. 
In the </4(py) derivative, features appear at 1270, 1085, 1016, and 
925 cm"1 that are not easily associated with vibrations of the 
natural abundance sample. This is also true for the 1187-cm"1 

feature in the rf4(et) sample. Some suggestions are presented in 
Table III, but these must be considered tentative. For example, 
the 925-cm'1 feature in the NiPPC-rf4(py) spectrum is most likely 
due to a 5CbD motion. In NiOEP, NiTPP, and CuTPP (TPP = 
tetraphenylporphyrin) the 6CmH and <5CbH motions, respectively, 
can cause shifts upon deuteration ranging from -30 to -400 cm"1, 
depending on the potential energy distribution (P.E.D.) of the 
normal mode.24 Hence, correlating the 925-cm"1 feature with the 
1167-cm"1 band present in both NiPPC and NiPPC-rf4(et) is 

Oertling et al. 
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Figure 7. RR spectra of 0.2 mM CH2Cl2 solutions of NiPPC derivatives. 
Laser power at 363.8 nm was 30 mW. 

reasonable. The 1410-cm"1 vibration of NiPPC can be compared 
to a mode at 1504 cm"1 of both CuTPP and NiTPP that has been 
assigned by Atamian et al.24d and Li et al.24e to a mixture of cCbCb 

and <5CbH motions. The deuterium shifts of -44 and -47 cm"1 

reported for these porphyrin vibrations24d'e are similar to the 
-53-cm"1 shift we observed for NiPPC upon deuteration at the 
ethylene bridge carbons. CuTTP and NiTPP also have a mode 
around 1375 cm"1 displaying approximately a -40 cm"1 deuterium 
shift. This mode is likely a mixture of the cCaCb and CaN or <5CbH 
coordinates.24d,e By analogy to these assignments, based on the 
frequency and isotopic shift, we assign the 1410-cm"1 feature of 
NiPPC to a mixture of i>CeCe, 5CeH, and, owing to the smaller 
-7-cm"1 shift on d4(py) substitution, possibly some cCa-Cb/ or vC^N 
motion. Finally, the 996-cm"1 mode probably involves the propyl 
substituents similar to the 1025-cm"1 vibration in NiOEP.24a,c 

Incorporation of deuterium at the Cb< position most likely causes 
a change in normal mode composition resulting in a new vibration 
at 1016 cm"1 (and possibly also at 1085 cm"1). This could well 
result from coupling of the <5Cb-D vibration, which has shifted into 
the 900-1000-cirf' region, with the 996-cm"1 mode. The 8CVD 
could then derive some intensity from the 996-cm"1 vibration 
resulting in the features at 925 and 1016 cm"1 observed in the 
spectrum of NiPPC-rf4(py). Similar coupling may also occur for 
the 944-cm"1 vibration, as it cannot be found in the NiPPC-rf4(py) 
spectrum. This vibration undergoes an isotopic shift upon d4(et) 
substitution, whereas the 996-cm"1 vibration does not, indicating 
that they are localized in different areas of the macrocycle. 

Structure-Sensitive Vibrations. In metalloporphyrins the vi
brations in the 1400-1700-cm"1 range are distinctly dependent 
on the central metal. This is due to variations in the size of the 
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porphyrin core in response to metal substitution. Spaulding et 
al.28 identified the relevant structural parameter to be the center 
to pyrrole nitrogen distance, dctN- Huong and Pommier29 

quantified the relationship between vibrational frequency and rfCtN, 
and subsequent work extended the correlations to a large number 
of vibrations of a variety of metalloporphyrin103'30 complexes. 
Because the relationship between frequency and core size is de
pendent on the P.E.D. of the vibration, such analysis has been 
used to support vibrational assignments in metallochlorins4a'd and 
in the 7r-cation radicals of metalloporphyrins10a and metallo-
chlorins.10b Comparison of the crystal structures of Ni" and Mg" 
porphyrins31 shows that the CaCm and CbCb bond lengths change 
by 0.044 and 0.014 A upon expansion of the porphyrin dCtN from 
1.958 to 2.055 A. The lengthening of these bonds decreases the 
cCaCm and eCbCb frequencies. Thus, those normal coordinates 
involving i<CaCm motion, followed by those involving cCbCb motion, 
show the steepest inverse slopes in the relationship between fre
quency and core size v = K(A - dCtu).29 

Table III lists frequencies for the Raman-allowed vibrations 
of Cu", Co", and Ni" complexes of PPC. These demonstrate a 
metal dependence similar to that of the analogous OEP complexes. 
The vibrations at 1625, 1579, and 1520 cirr1 in NiPPC decrease 
by 35, 20, and 14 cm"1, respectively, in CuPPC. This suggests 
that these vibrational frequencies are structure sensitive. The 
structural parameter that determines the vibrational frequencies 
cannot be identified with certainty until more crystal structures 
are determined. Correlation of vibrational frequency to metal-
loporphycene structure will be complicated by the apparent de
pendence of the core skeletal structure of the porphycene ligand 
upon the nature and position of the peripheral substituents.26 This 
is in contrast to the case for metalloporphyrins,34 where the relative 
invariance of the core size of different porphyrins complexed to 
the same metal has been exploited extensively in establishing 
correlations of vibrational frequencies to rfctis-28 

Given the above cautions, a preliminary analysis of the available 
structural and vibrational data suggests that the three highest RR 
frequencies of the PPC macrocycle are, nevertheless, approxi
mately linearly dependent on the center-to-nitrogen distance. 
Table IV collects the structural data for PPC compounds and 
compares it to that of analogous porphyrins. Measurements (not 
shown) of H2PPC, H2PPC-^4(Py), and H2PPC-rf4(et) reveal that 
the three highest RR frequencies of the free base PPC at 1606, 
1559, and 1505 cm"1 derive from normal modes with qualitatively 
similar P.E.D.'s to those of the metallo-PPC complexes. Thus, 
we can use these points to estimate K and A parameters for a 
structural correlation of porphycene vibrational frequency to core 
size for each of these modes (Table IV). 

Comparison of these estimated structural parameters to those 
of porphyrins (see Table IV and ref 28-34 and references therein) 
suggests interesting generalizations. The porphycene macrocycle 
is in general smaller, more rigid, and less able to expand than the 
porphyrin ring. This is reflected by the fairly high K values 
(inverse slope) estimated for PPC vibrations compared to those 
of typical high-frequency porphyrin modes.10a'29,30 Also, the core 

(28) Spaulding, L. D.; Chang, C. C; Yu, N.-T.; Felton, R. H. J. Am. 
Chem. Soc. 1975, 97, 2517-2525. 

(29) Huong, P. V.; Pommier, J.-C. C. R. Acad. Sci. Ser. C 1977, 285, 
519-522. 

(30) (a) Callahan, P. M.; Babcock, G. T. Biochemistry 1981, 20, 952-958. 
(b) Parthasarathi, N.; Hasen, C; Yamaguchi, S.; Spiro, T. G. J. Am. Chem. 
Soc. 1987, 109, 3865-3871. 

* (31) (a) Cullen, D. L.; Meyer, E. F. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1974, 96, 
2095-2102. (b) Timkovich, R.; Tulinsky, A. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1969, 91, 
4430-4432. 

(32) From unpublished EXAFS measurements by L. R. Furenlid, M. R. 
Renner, and J. Fajer. A related study of NiPPC showed excellent agreement 
between the EXAFS and X-ray data; see: Furenlid, L. R.; Renner, M. R.; 
Smith, K. M.; Fajer, J. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1990, 112, 1634-1635. 

(33) Silvers, S.; Tulinsky, A. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1964, 86, 927-928. 
(34) Scheidt, W. R.; Lee, Y. T. Struct. Bonding 1987, 64, 1-70 and 

references therein. 
(35) (a) Smith, D. W.; Williams, R. J. P. Struct. Bonding 1969, 7, 1-45. 

(b) Adar, F. In The Porphyrins; Dolphin, D., Ed.; Academic: New York, 
1979; Vol. Ill, pp 167-209. 

(36) Neya, S.; Chang, C. K.; Vogel, E. et al., manuscript in preparation. 
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Figure 8. UV-visible absorption spectra of FePPC derivatives in CH2Cl2. 
Conditions were as described in Figure 2, and the ferrous sample (inset 
spectrum) was prepared with hydrazine hydrate as a reductant as de
scribed in Materials and Methods. The absorption at 280 nm in the 
spectrum of the (Im)2Fe1" sample is from excess ./V-methylimidazole. 
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Figure 9. RR spectra of Fe1" and Fe" complexes of PPC. Concentrations 
in CH2Cl2 were approximately 0.1 mM and laser powers were typically 
20 mW. Spectrum a was measured with a different diode array detector 
than spectra b-d. 
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Table IV. 
(A) Core Sizes of PPC and Analogous Porphyrin Complexes 

PPC 

^CtN (A) 

ref porphyrin ref 

Ni 1.896 2a 1.958 28,31a 
Cu 1.94 ±0.01 32 2.000 28 
H2 1.927 2a 2.065 33 

(B) Estimates of Structural Parameters for MPPC Vibrational 
Frequencies 

NiPPC vibration (cm-1) 

1625 
1579 
1520 

K (cm-'/A) 
760 
490 
350 

A(k) 

4.03 
5.12 
6.26 

size of the free base porphycene falls within the range of these 
metal complexes, whereas the free base porphyrin has a larger 
core size than the metalloporphyrin complexes considered here. 
This relatively contracted core size for H2PPC is the result of 
exceptionally strong internal hydrogen bonds between the imine 
pyrrole nitrogen atoms and the free base protons.1,2e 

Iron Complexes. Figure 8 illustrates the UV-visible spectral 
changes manifested during conversion of the five-coordinate ferric 
chloride complex to a 6-coordinate ferric bis(TV-methylimidazole), 
(Im)2, complex. The spectrum of (Im)2Fe111PPCCl (Figure 8) 
is quite similar to that of CuPPC (Figure 2); however, the structure 
in the near-UV band is less well resolved. The ClFe111PPC 
spectrum is more complex than that of (Im)2Fe111PPCCl, sug
gesting that the w -» TT* excited states of the ring (B2u and B3u 

in D2h symmetry) interact with -K -* dyz, dxz charge-transfer excited 
states (also B2u and B3u). These CT states are likely produced 
from b|U (porphycene) —• b3g,b2g (iron) transitions analogous to 
the a2u (porphyrin) —• eg (iron) transitions of D4h hemes.35 As 
the latter do not occur in low-spin Fe1" systems, their presence 
in the absorption spectrum21 of ClFe111PPC is consistent with a 
spin state higher than S = x J2. Analogous ferric porphyrin 
complexes exhibit spectral trends qualitatively similar to those 
in Figure 8. 

By analogy to ClFe"1 porphyrins, we at first expected a pure 
S = 5J2 high-spin state for ClFe111PPC; however, magnetic sus
ceptibility measurements indicated that substantial 5 = 3/2 in
termediate-spin character exists.36 The smaller core size of 
porphycene presumably increases the splitting of the d^ty level 
from the other iron orbitals making the S = 5/2 state less accessible 
than in porphyrin complexes; this causes a quantum-mechanically 
mixed 5 = 5/2 and 3 /2 spin state for the porphycene complex. 

Oertling et al. 

In iron porphyrins the vibrational frequencies of the macrocycle 
are known to be sensitive to the ligation, spin, and oxidation state 
of the Fe. This situation has been extensively exploited by RR 
study of heme proteins.12 It is of interest to determine if a similar 
situation exists for iron porphycenes. Figure 9 compares RR 
spectra of the five-coordinate CIFe111PPC and six-coordinate 
(Im)2Fe111PPC and (Im)2Fe11PPC. The EPR spectrum of the 
six-coordinate ferric complex confirms an S = ' / 2 spin state for 
the iron atom. The Raman bands of (Im)2Fe111PPCCl at 1298, 
1513, 1567, and 1605 cm"1 are clearly higher in frequency from 
the analogous features in the ferric chloride complex. This in
dicates that the conformation of the porphycene macrocycle is 
more contracted in the (Im)2Fe1" complex than in the ClFe"1 

adduct. 
Reduction of the (Im)2Fe"1 complex to (Im)2Fe" with hydrazine 

hydrate affords the UV-visible spectrum inset in Figure 8. The 
RR spectrum excited at 390 nm of the reduced product appears 
in Figure 9c, while the spectrum at Xex = 355 nm of the same 
compound in the presence of excess reductant appears in Figure 
9d. The spectra are consistent with metal-centered reduction. The 
14-cirf' decrease from 1298 to 1284 cm"' upon reduction is larger 
than the 7-9-cirf' decrease exhibited by the vibrations in the 
1400-1700-crrT1 range. While the latter reflect the macrocycle 
expansion attributable to the larger ionic radius of Fe" than Fe"1, 
the decrease in frequency of the mode around 1300 cm"1 is much 
larger than expected by comparison to the Ni" and Cu" complexes. 
Consequently, this feature appears analogous to the c4CaN mode 
of hemes, the "oxidation state marker". The porphycene mode 
is likely a «CaN or cCa/N motion, and these data suggest overlap 
between the porphycene b3g(ir*) and b2g(7r*) orbitals and the iron 
b3g(d;,z) and b2g(d_,.z) orbitals, analogous to the situation in iron 
porphyrins.12,37 Reduction of the metal to Fe" most likely leads 
to population of the macrocycle TT* orbitals and weakening of the 
CaN and/or Ca/N bonds. 
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